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scheme I am using XML
Schema in my application
that restricts the xml to a
particular XSD schema.
For example, xml tags

can be given only these
attributes : Name | Size |
Type So this xml is valid
But for xml with schema
(i.e. if I have an XSD for

the above example) How
can I make it so that xml

is also valid if I have
some attributes there?
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Should it be possible with
complex types? A: Should

it be possible with
complex types? Yes. Use
a specific extension of
xs:schema to say that
the attribute list must

specify the the allowed
attribute values with a

valid simple type. Editor,
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for four outstanding
fourth year medical
students to join our

clinical teaching team.
We are particularly

interested in medical
students who are
enthusiastic and
passionate about

nutrition and health
research. We work at the
St George's University of

London Nutrition and
Dietetic Clinic, a teaching
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clinic run jointly by our
nutrition and pharmacy

departments. We provide
high quality specialist

teaching and diagnostic
services to 0cc13bf012
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